
Week: 6

Maths
1. Can I construct solids from given nets?
• Visit 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics
/zt7xk2p/articles/z247tv4 for your 
lesson intro.

• Download the sheets from Google 
Classroom and print (or draw onto 
paper!), cut out and build the nets into 
3d shapes.

• Can you describe: 
• How many faces, vertices and 

edges the 3d shape has? 
• What types of faces the 3d 

shape has? (square, flat, round)
Present this in whoever format you prefer, 
Powerpoint, Piccollage, or a picture!

Literacy
1. Can I make meaning from root words and families?
How hard is it to remember some of the crazy 3d shape 
names? Even Mr Morris is finding it difficult! Luckily, we 
can start to make sense of them if we learn where the 
words come from originally.
Follow the sheets provided to learn a bit of Greek and 
try to memorise the names of shapes! 

2. Can I plan and write my balanced argument on the 
use of plastic?
• Open and follow the powerpoint
• Write down all the research you did last week into 

arguments ‘For’ and ‘Against’ the use of plastic. 
(Sheets 1A and 1B)

• Using the ‘Help’ sheets, start to plan out your 
balanced argument on the ‘Plan and draft’ sheets 
(you choose which one you prefer – there are lots of 
options!).

• Present your work using Google Docs, Microsoft 
Word, OR written and upload a photo.

Topic
1. Can I use map present locational information?
• Watch the ‘Blue Planet Live’ lesson https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/live-

lessons/blue-planet-live-lesson/zn7tkmn
• While following the programme (and learning some amazing facts along the way), 

complete sheets 1a, 1b and 1c.

2. Can I research UK sea creatures?
• Head to 

https://www.mcsuk.org/ukseas/search?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIi6bkgveh6QIV0u7tCh
0uqgDjEAAYASAAEgLAy_D_BwE to research UK marine animals. 

• Pick your 12 favourite creatures and collect some basic facts about them. 
• Think of ‘yes or no’ questions, for example: Do they swim? Do they breathe under 

water? How many legs do they have? You will need to think of a few questions for 
each creature.

• Then play this branch database game to see how what you’ll be creating with all 
this information: https://www.j2e.com/jit5?fileId=Q0eVbNw74aV5FLVb

3. Can I create a branch database?
• Login to HWB and head to J2E.
• Once there, click J2Data, and then click ‘Branch’
• With your marine creature research, start plotting in your ‘yes’ ‘no’ questions that 

will lead to each creature.
• See example branch database for extra help.
• For a full walkthrough watch this video: 

Branch Database guide: https://www.j2e.com/help/videos/datags3

Year: 5Work in purple home learning book or using Google Docs
Further resources on Google Classroom

Mixed thinking, problem solving, comprehension and reasoning 
marine life activities.
- See ’Marine Life’ sheets and complete as many as possible this 

week!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zt7xk2p/articles/z247tv4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/live-lessons/blue-planet-live-lesson/zn7tkmn
https://www.mcsuk.org/ukseas/search%3Fgclid=EAIaIQobChMIi6bkgveh6QIV0u7tCh0uqgDjEAAYASAAEgLAy_D_BwE
https://www.j2e.com/jit5%3FfileId=Q0eVbNw74aV5FLVb
https://www.j2e.com/help/videos/datags3


Tetrahedron 3D Shape Activity
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Octahedron 3D Shape Activity
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Icosahedron 3D Shape Net Activity
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Literacy Tasks
Root: tri

Meaning: three

Word #1: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Word #2: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Root: quad
Meaning: four

Word #1: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Word #2: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Root: pent
Meaning: five

Word #1: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Word #2: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Root: hex
Meaning: six

Word #1: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Word #2: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Root: hept, sept
Meaning: seven

Word #1: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Word #2: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Root: oct
Meaning: eight

Word #1: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Word #2: __________________________

Definition: _________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

Root Word Cards
Use the dictionary to find words with the same prefix and record the definition

Polygon Prefixes

Fill the flower petals with words using the same prefix

tri-

Words Using Roots
tri-, tre-  : triangle, trio, trilogy, tripod, triad, trillion, triple, trilingual, triathlete, triathlon, 

triceps, tricolor, tricycle, trident, trialogue, treble, trebly 

quad-, quadri-, quadra-, quadru-  : quadrilateral, quadrant, quadrangle, 

quadrennial, quadriceps, quadrilingual, quadrisect, quadruple, quadruplet, quadrillion   

pent-, penta-, pente-, pento-  : pentagon, pentagram, pentathlon, pentameter, 

pentahedron, pentarchy, pentadeactyly 

hex-, hexa-  : hexagon, hexapod, hexameter, hexagram, hexahedron, hexameter, hexade, 

hexarchy    

hept-, hepta-, sept-, septi-, septem-  : heptagon, heptameter, Heptateuch, 

September, septet, septuagenarian, septarchy, septemfluous

oct-, octa-, octi-, octo-, octon-   : octagon, octopus, octogenarian, octillion, octave, 

octant, octarchy, octet, octosyllable, octuplets, October 

non-, nona-, noni-  : nonagon, nonillion, nonan, nonagenarian, nonahedron, nonane, 

nonomino, nonuplet 

  

dec-, deca-, dek-, deka-  : decagon, decade, decathlon, December, decameter, decapod, 

decimal, decimate, decasyllable, decahedron, decagram, decaliter  

hendec-, hendeca-  : hendecagon, hendecasyllable, hendecagram, hendecahedron, 

hendecarchy, hendecasemic 

dodec-, dodeca-  : dodecagon, dodecahedron, dodecaphonic, dodecaphony, dodecasyllable, 

dodecarchy, dodecatheon

Polygon Numerical Prefixes
Root:  tri-

Meaning:  three
triangle

Root:  quad-
Meaning:  four

quadrilateral

Root:  pent-
Meaning:  five

pentagon

Root:  hex-
Meaning:  six

hexagon

Root:  hept-, sept-
Meaning:  seven

heptagon

Root:  oct-
Meaning:  eight

octagon

Root:  non-
Meaning:  nine

nonagon

Root:  dec-
Meaning:  ten

decagon

Root:  hendec-
Meaning:  eleven

hendecagon

Root:  dodec-
Meaning:  twelve

dodecagon

Polygon Numerical Prefixes
Root:  tri-

Meaning:  three
triangle

Root:  quad-
Meaning:  four

quadrilateral

Root:  pent-
Meaning:  five

pentagon

Root:  hex-
Meaning:  six

hexagon

Root:  hept-, sept-
Meaning:  seven

heptagon

Root:  oct-
Meaning:  eight

octagon

Root:  non-
Meaning:  nine

nonagon

Root:  dec-
Meaning:  ten

decagon

Root:  hendec-
Meaning:  eleven

hendecagon

Root:  dodec-
Meaning:  twelve

dodecagon

Polygon Numerical Prefixes

tri-    three

quad-   four

pent-    five

hex-    six

hept-    seven

oct-    eight

non-    nine

dec-    ten

hendec-   eleven

dodec-   twelve

Polygon Numerical Prefixes
Root:  tri-

Meaning:  three
triangle

Root:  quad-
Meaning:  four

quadrilateral

Root:  pent-
Meaning:  five

pentagon

Root:  hex-
Meaning:  six

hexagon

Root:  hept-, sept-
Meaning:  seven

heptagon

Root:  oct-
Meaning:  eight

octagon

Root:  non-
Meaning:  nine

nonagon

Root:  dec-
Meaning:  ten

decagon

Root:  hendec-
Meaning:  eleven

hendecagon

Root:  dodec-
Meaning:  twelve

dodecagon

Polygon Numerical Prefixes
Root:  tri-

Meaning:  three
triangle

Root:  quad-
Meaning:  four

quadrilateral

Root:  pent-
Meaning:  five

pentagon

Root:  hex-
Meaning:  six

hexagon

Root:  hept-, sept-
Meaning:  seven

heptagon

Root:  oct-
Meaning:  eight

octagon

Root:  non-
Meaning:  nine

nonagon

Root:  dec-
Meaning:  ten

decagon

Root:  hendec-
Meaning:  eleven

hendecagon

Root:  dodec-
Meaning:  twelve

dodecagon

Polygon Numerical Prefixes

tri-, tre-         three

quad-, quadri-, quadra-, 
quadru-         four

pent-, penta-, pente-, 
pento-         five

hex-, hexa-       six

hept-, hepta-, sept-, septi-, 
septem-         seven

oct-, octa-, octi-, octo-, 
octon-         eight

non-, nona-, noni-     nine

dec-, deca-, dek-, deka-   ten

hendec-, hendeca-     eleven

dodec-, dodeca-      twelve

Copyright © 2013 Stacey Colegrove.  All rights reserved by 
author. Permission to copy for single classroom use only. 
Electronic distribution limited to single classroom use only.  
Not for public display.
Hello font by Jen Jones @ www.helloliteracy.blogspot.com

Clip Art by  Charlotteʼs Clips www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Charlottes-
Clips 

Task 1: Shape and root words.
Download from Google Classroom.



Weighing up the Evidence
Note down all the supporting evidence for your argument you can think of. Make sure the points are balanced so there are the same 
amount of for and against points.

For Against

Title of argument:                                                                 

visit twinkl.com



For and Against Planning sheet
Title of the argument

For Against

Think of some ideas that are for and against your argument in these columns.

visit twinkl.com





Balanced Argument Checklist

The opening paragraph introduces the argument.

It contains opposing views of for and against.

There is evidence to support your arguments.

There is a concluding paragraph that includes the writer’s own opinion.

It is interestingly written.

It is written in the third person (except final paragraph).

The final paragraph is written in the first person.

It is written using formal and technical language.

It contains a mixture of causal conjunctions and adverbials that have been used 
correctly.

visit twinkl.com

Useful Words and Phrases
Causal/Contrasting Conjunctions and Adverbials

Firstly       Secondly On the one hand As a result

Because      Consequently Due to For this reason

Hence      Thus In consequence Nevertheless

In conclusion In order to In this way Otherwise

An outcome of Since So that Subsequently

Therefore Accordingly Although Many people

Some people Though Even though While

On the other hand However On the flip side Despite this

Otherwise Nonetheless On balance

Use some of these 
useful words 

and phrases to 
help write your 

argument. 

visit twinkl.com





Page 1 of 1

Writing a Discussion Name:

Date:
What are you going to discuss?

Write three arguments for your discussion giving evidence for each one.

Write three arguments against your discussion giving evidence for each one.

What is your conclusion?



Writing a Balanced Argument
Title of your argument:                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                      

In this balanced argument, I will be discussing                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

To begin with                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

On the other hand,                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

First of all, you need to introduce your argument.

Now use your for and against planning sheet to write the next paragraph. Look at the first ‘for’ 
point and write about that. 

Now look at the first ‘against’ point and write an opposing paragraph.

Top tip!         
Write in the 
third person: 
‘they’, ‘their’…

Top tip!         
 Use words from  

the ‘Useful Words 

and Phrases 
Sheet’.

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 2

However,                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                             

In conclusion, I believe                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                  

Many people believe that                                                                                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                               

You need to write the second ‘for’ point next..

Now the second ‘against’ point.

Now it’s time for the concluding paragraph. This is the part where you weigh up the arguments 
and say which side you agree with.

visit twinkl.comPage 2 of 2



Writing a Balanced Argument
Title of your argument:                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              

Top tip!         
Remember to 
include your 
supporting 
evidence.

Introduce your 
argument here.

New paragraph:  
first ‘for’ point.

New paragraph:  
first ‘against’ point.

New paragraph: 
second ‘for’ point.

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 2

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                             

New paragraph:  
second ‘against’ point

New paragraph:  
third ‘for’ point.

New paragraph: 
third ‘against’ point

 
Final paragraph: conclude the  
argument with what you believe. 

visit twinkl.comPage 2 of 2



Writing a Balanced Argument
Title of your argument:                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                              

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 2
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humans
birds

plankton
small fish

big fish

Activity Sheet 1: Food webs
Fill in the food web with the living things listed below.  



In most areas, this item cannot be 
recycled yet. Check before you recycle 
or throw away.

All the wood or fibre in the product comes 
from recycled material. 

This item can be recycled with its lid on 
so the lid can be recycled too. Rinsing it 
first will stop it from getting smelly and 
flattening will help use less space.

This glass container can be recycled in a 
bottle bank or household recycling 
collection.

This fish is from a sustainable source. 
Wild fish or seafood from fisheries bought 
with this logo are from sustainable waters 
where they are not endangered or 
over-exploited.

Most areas will recycle this item in your
household recycling collection. 

Example 

Activity Sheet 2: Sustainability and Recycling
Draw a line from the logo to the matching definition.



ReduceNot buying or using single use items 
e.g. as straws, drinks sold in plastic bottles 

Give toys you no longer play with or clothes 
you no longer wear to a charity shop 

Turn old bedding and towels, in such poor 
condition they can’t be mended, into cleaning 
rags

Don’t buy items that have excessive 
packaging 

Give old school uniforms that no longer 
fit you to a younger sibling or a younger child at 
your school 

Dispose of waste paper in the paper bin so it can
be pulped and used to make new pieces of paper

Item and Action 
Reduce, Reuse or 

Recycle?

Activity Sheet 3: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Read the description below and decide whether you should Reduce, Reuse or

Recycle the item. 




